


Can Resonance
improve 

Togetherness and 
co-creation



Resonance (noun):
• When an object or system 

picks up that something is 
vibrating nearby and 
vibrates in step with it, 
making the vibration 
stronger

• Something that evokes a 
connection or a strong 
emotion; something that 
strikes a chord

• A quality of human 
relationship with the world

Resonance: from the Latin resonantia (“echo”) 

Resonate (verb):  
• to be filled with a 

deep, reverberating 
sound; 

• to make someone 
feel a particular 
emotion or strong 
emotions;

• to relate 
harmoniously 

Fork B begins 
resonating with 

sympathetic 
vibrations

Fork A 
resonates

Some principles #1



Liminal time
The in-between time or space when you 
have left behind the tried and true, but 

have not yet been able to replace it with 
anything else. It is when you are between 

your old comfort zone and any possible 
new answer

Liminal times can be 
transformative:

We are free to question 
traditions and make 
space for originality, 

generativity and 
creativity. All truly great 

innovations are 
incubated in liminality

Susan Beaumont

Some principles #2

Innovation – Replication - Embeddedness



Qulturum: a liminal meeting place that resonates with people 
from all over the world and accelerate transformative 

approaches



What is the Microsystem Festival?
A chance to develop liminal skills

The Festival is more than a 
conference. It is a warm and 

personal event which provides us 
with great opportunities to meet 
other people who are committed 

to liminal spaces, networking, 
health and social care 

improvement. 
All teach all learn



A very warm welcome

• …and thank you

Peter Häyhänen About Qulturum, Qulturum, Region Jönköpings län (rjl.se)

https://rjl.se/qulturum/_in-english/about-qulturum/


• https://play.mediaflowpro.com/ovp/16/26GE8C41JU

https://play.mediaflowpro.com/ovp/16/26GE8C41JU


Resonance as a liminal resource
• Imagine all the people living life in peace
• Wind Of Change came to represent the fall of the 

Berlin Wall, and its message of reconciliation and 
hope.

• Wind Of Change is one of the most monumental and 
best-recognised power ballads of all time

• There was a union, of heart and mind, the likes of 
which are rare

• And, oh, so hard to find, Do I have it in me?, I believe 
it is in there

• For I know I hear a bittersweet song, In the memories 
we share I still have faith in you

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/14ae9iQJyiycwhHAU858k2

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/14ae9iQJyiycwhHAU858k2


• The liminals– the people with 
the multiple skills to make 
the spaces to create the 
conditions for change

• Where problem solving 
becomes an art

coordinater

What skills are needed
To move us into the 

future?

interpreter

networker

Entrepreneur
innovator

Reference:Rapport från Innovationsplattform Borås (2018) Heiti Ernits
(RISE och Högskolan i Borås

Innovation – Replication - Embeddedness



http://kindnessinhealthcare.world/

Skill ”nr1”.Kindness and compassion make resonance 

http://kindnessinhealthcare.world/


The pandemic: a liminal time
We understood that multiple changes must be made to make care better for 
everyone and it had to be done in resonance

• Working together across sectors
• the greatest public health care action in the 

country’s history. 
• Bringing care closer to those who need it

• The success of at-home COVID testing and 
vaccination - reinforced the idea — instead of 
the patient having to come to the health care 
system — more care should go to the patient. 

• it helped us to combat inequalities for patients 
who otherwise have to travel great geographical 
distances to get care.

• Providing what fits people’s lives
• In addition to people's homes, teams brought 

testing and vaccines to schools, universities, 
older adult housing, prisons and shelters for 
those experiencing homelessness. 

Excess mortality in EU 2020-2022

Reference: 
https://www.dagensmedicin.se/specialistomraden/infektion
/sveriges-overdodlighet-lagst-i-europa/

https://www.dagensmedicin.se/specialistomraden/infektion/sveriges-overdodlighet-lagst-i-europa/


Resonance: 
trees and their 
own support

• If a tree is 
unhealthy, the 
neighburing trees 
produce extra sugar 
in the roots to 
support it

• If bushes are 
attacked by bugs, 
other bushes start 
to produce a smell 
that the invading 
insects don´t like



Giraffes versus Acacia trees
Giraffes LOVE to eat the leaves of the acacia tree.

Other animals don’t eat the thorny acacia leaves. 
But because giraffes have long necks, they can 
get to the tops of the acacia trees where that the 
fresh young leaves grow that have not yet 
developed their thorns.

The acacia tree has learnt to make the young 
leaves taste bitter for a short time. They do this 
by releasing a chemical that only has this effect 
when the tree is “under attack”.

This chemical is carried on the 
wind to other acacia trees as a 
“warning” to the other trees to 
do the same. 



Resonance can make us understand 
our past history in positive terms 

and give us a chance to view 
tomorrow as an opportunity

People will 
support what 
they help to 

create 

Joseph Logan

Resonance helps us to develop new eyes



Moving to Quality 3.0 in health and care improvement

A multidimensional quality model: an opportunity for patients, their kin, healthcare providers and professionals to coproduce health. Peter 
Lachman, Paul Batalden, Kris Vanhaecht 2022  f1000research.com/articles/9-1140 

Quality 1.0Quality 1.0 Quality 3.0Quality 2.0
Thresholds

“How might we establish 
thresholds for good 
healthcare service?”

Illustrative themes:
• Development of 

standards
• Inspection to assess
• Certification
• Guidelines

Organisation-wide 
systems

“How might we use       
‘enterprise-wide systems’ for  
best disease management?”

Coproduction of health
“How might we improve the value    
of the contribution that healthcare 

service makes to health?”

Illustrative themes:
• Systems, processes
• Reliability
• Customer-supplier
• Performance 

measurement

Illustrative themes:
• Logic of making a “service”
• Ownership of “health”

Kinship of coproducing 
people

• Integration of multiple 
knowledge systems

• Value-creating system 
architecture
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https://blogs.bmj.com/bmjleader/2021/02/01/creating-tomorrow-today-seven-simple-rules-for-

leaders-by-helen-bevan-and-goran-henriks/

https://blogs.bmj.com/bmjleader/2021/02/01/creating-tomorrow-today-seven-simple-rules-for-leaders-by-helen-bevan-and-goran-henriks/
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https://blogs.bmj.com/bmjleader/2021/02/01/creating-tomorrow-today-seven-simple-rules-for-

leaders-by-helen-bevan-and-goran-henriks/

https://blogs.bmj.com/bmjleader/2021/02/01/creating-tomorrow-today-seven-simple-rules-for-leaders-by-helen-bevan-and-goran-henriks/


Resonance in the art of medicine:
When dignity and respect meet evidence
In health equity efforts, evidence-based 
practice must come together with dignity-based 
practice
- otherwise, the evidence on which such efforts 

is based is not worthy of its name. It is lifeless. 
When evidence is touched by dignity, as Adam 
was by God in Michelangelo’s fresco The 
Creation of Adam, or by The birth of Venus in 
Botticelli´s fresco, it may breathe new life into 
our idea of what evidence means.



It may breathe new life into our idea of what evidence means
10 year survival rates Sweden - Respect
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Källa: Cancerfondsrapporten 2023 
Sveriges officiella statistik 
Hälso- och sjukvård Socialstyrelsen 



Esther with family and close friends – her kin
Resonance helps us develop new eyes

Simple rules – a resonance improver
What is best for Esther?
Optimize where you are, give feedback to the step before, ask the step after, 
what can we do for you? We do it together for all!



Resonance and resonate: the international family of Esther



A liminal story 
that gave 
resonance

Christian, Patrik, Britt-Marie

´

Britt Marie saw the importance 
dignity and respect  as 
important features. 
Another human feature she 
recognized is that we are 
knowers. 
• We know things. 
• We learn. 
• We make sense of what we 

know. 
• We interpret our realities and 

the systems within which we 
have our being. 

If this features is not respected, 
one's dignity is violated. There is 
a kind of knowledge practice we 
may call dignity-based 
practice.

Together for Co-creation



Resonate in the art of 
medicine and innovation:
when dignity and respect meet 
evidence

• About the patient 
waiting for their 
surgery

• The operation got 
cancelled

Miden Melle Hannah



Collective resonance: together for a good life for all



Investing in health 
through a life-course 

approach & 
empowering people

Tackling the major    
health challenges of 
noncommunicable & 

communicable diseases

Strengthening people-
centred health systems, 
public-health capacity, 

emergency preparedness, 
surveillance & response

Creating resilient 
communities & 

supportive 
environments for health 

& well-being 

New paradigms: advocating intersectoral 
action for health equity and well-being

www.euro.who.int/__data/assets/pdf_file/0017/330560/Advocating-intersectoral-action-ljubljana-report.pdf?ua=1

http://www.euro.who.int/__data/assets/pdf_file/0017/330560/Advocating-intersectoral-action-ljubljana-report.pdf?ua=1


Person-centred thinking
• Iterative / experimental
• Variation warranted
• Subjective / qualitative
• Relational skills paramount
• High context-specificity
• High complexity organisation

This resonate for us to focus on concepts that we 
connect with a Learning health systems: 

the “service giver” paradigm
Service industries                               

Reference : Al Mulley MD MPP
Professor of Medicine and of Health Policy and clinical practice 
The Dartmouth Institute, Visiting professor, UCL



New systems require new ways of thinking

Provocation 
occursNew thought

Logical in hindsight
(after the fact everyone is a genius)

Normal thought

“Provocation has everything 
to do with experiments in 

the mind.”
Edward de Bono

• Creativity implies having 
thoughts that are outside 
the normal pattern 
(“lateral thoughts”).

• What can you do to 
generate “new” thoughts?

• How do we “provoke” 
new thinking?



The best leaders are resonaters and “liminal´s”! 

29

Pandemic

Quality 3.0



In a liminal era - Build new collective resonance in our 
microsystems 
1.Psychological safety: Can we take risks 

on this team without feeling insecure or 
embarrassed?

2.Dependability: Can we count on each 
other to do high quality work on time?

3.Structure & clarity: Are goals, roles, and 
execution plans on our team clear?

4.Meaning of work: Are we working on 
something that is personally important 
for each of us?

5.Impact of work: Do we fundamentally 
believe that the work we’re doing 
matters?

https://rework.withgoogle.com/blog/five-keys-to-a-
successful-google-team/

https://rework.withgoogle.com/blog/five-keys-to-a-successful-google-team/


How Resonance
improves 

Togetherness and 
co-creation
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https://blogs.bmj.com/bmjleader/2021/02/01/creating-tomorrow-today-seven-simple-rules-for-

leaders-by-helen-bevan-and-goran-henriks/

https://blogs.bmj.com/bmjleader/2021/02/01/creating-tomorrow-today-seven-simple-rules-for-leaders-by-helen-bevan-and-goran-henriks/
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